
Dr. "°oug -0eSalles 	 10/20/95 
107 San antonio Way 
Sacramento, CA j5819 

Dear Doug, 

Aft er writing you early this morning with the idea that just popped into my 

mind, that you expand your idea into a book, that kept returning to mind as J-  drove 

to my protime, then as I walked inside the: building, then an 1 drove to my p.t. and 

waited for the therapists to get there, and a few other ideas emerged. On the chane that 

you may be interested, I send them. 

One is teat because your time is limited and because Eal has done some related 
AVote work, you consider,,a collaboration. Another is that you eepan4 it to all the acknowledged 

sheeting, into "le nagic Bullets." Although a fair amount of what you would use is not 
new in the field, it will be to most readers and then that information has never been 

drawn together and pointed this Wry. It can be an important book, at least for story's 

record, and I think it would be interesting. 

You have some small publishers eut there. l'erhape ypu can see if there may be 

publOshine interest before you write. 

I even thought of how I'd start such a book, with all it can be used for 

ntt suggested in what I now say: 

The most prestigious of forensic scientists, 'jr. 	 Lee, of the 

Connecticut State police, as an expecPMness in the prosecution of U.J. Simpson for 

a double murder, summarized what was! wrong witil the alleged evidence in that case 

by saying, "something is wrong." That can be said about all the physical evidence in 

the official inceetigationS of the assassination of "'resident "ennedy for in that case 

it i4 that more than "something " is "wrong;." Everything is wrong in the JFK case. 

LeeT Simpson case testimony is that just about all the evidence relating go 

those kiiinA killings is tainted. Lie wee one of several de.ense experts who actually 
testified that some of the evidence was manufactured by the police. 

The - that e ence was ?anufacturod - is also true in the JFK assassination 

case. 
Beginnrng with the shooting 	ti what relates to it. 

In the Simpson case the e41-4esafe indicates that evidence was planted by the 
police and that the prosecution dedicated itself to making all that tanited evidence 

appear to be both solid and untainted. 

This agiin parallels tile actualities of the JFK case. 

The Los Angeles police immediately assumed '6impoon's lone guilt. 

ghat is precisely what J. edfar Woover, vaunted Boumlingleret or the 

FBI did and like those Los Angeles police he did this irruneditteay 
(Ails can easily be expanded.) 
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T"e Warren Commission, appointed the week after the JFK assassination, not only 

had to face the case hoover decideti upon the afternoon of that assassination, the case 

it knew would not stack, would not survive critical examination of it. It still had to 

concllide the same thing, that Os/ald was the lone assassin, knowing it could not got 

away with what the FBI had and continued to get away with. 

(Use executive sessions of 12/5 and 1/21) 

The Commission began with the detenilnation to find that Oswald was the lone 

assassin.(outline of work and what its published and unparlisher records show.) 

It also began with the realization that it dared not cross hoover, the belief 

Sat dominated all its work. (Use outline of its work and part of 1/21 ex. sees.) 

(Use' 1,14 on 40 millione, deaths - from a nonconspiracy?) 
/1- (Use also e7ceete from CD1 1  used in WW I.) alleged;y 

The alleged corpus delicti evidence begins with the bullets that:/were 

fire I that day in tha orimWe.examine that evidence and we proved and concae that 

the Commis:lien's "solution" was known publicly to be false. 

The basis of the commission's claimed evidence - and at best it is no more 

than o 	f is what came to be Inlown an its "single-bullet/theory." In that theory, 
‘1, 

which th; CommisAon and its media pals regarded 	 n ded as beyond questdol.,, V  

But the FBI and the Secret Service lathed:iist this Comrission theory with 

vohigtitir/lever ever agreed. 

But in order tp do th:t the FBI had to ic-nored some of the known shooting. 

-t dirst did the tl's in that spacial report Johnson ordered of ii. the evening of that 

assassination. report, five of the fanciest voluems to look at, if believed, 

ended the basis for the tommiseion's coming single-bullet Ilicol before. it was 

ar/lculated. The FBI said that the President and he alone was struck by the first and 

third bullts fired during the crime; 	 . 	else; and that 

Texas Governor 'J ohn B. Connaly and he alone was struck by the second bullet. 

In fact this 	report that was supposed to be absolutely definitive, does 

not mention all the known shooting. It also dues not even men 	'cause of death." 

In five full volumes!  bullet 
JVonetheless, in the Commissioh's "solution" that staple-bullettheory 
.dthough the Commission perpetrated a known fraud with this part of its 

"solution" people not Wanting. to bel4eve that there had been a consoiracy 

1,/ \I began to doze off and stopped a while ago but I think you can see/what suggest. 

Best, 


